Greece: this time is different. It
just isn't any less dangerous
by Geoffrey Smith

Greece and others have tired of austerity. Do Berlin,
Frankfurt and Brussels still have the will to face
them down?
It’s fair to say that this iteration of the Greek debt crisis is
different. But that doesn’t justify the kind of complacency
financial markets are showing.
Things may indeed be different in the details from 2012, when
Greece nearly left the currency union, dragging half a dozen

other countries with it. The problem is, the big picture has
changed, if anything, for the worse. This time is just as
dangerous as last time because the Eurozone still doesn’t have
the political institutions to back its currency, and probably
never will have.
True, the worst phase of the crisis in 2012 led it to create the
European Stability Mechanism, a €500 billion ($600 billion)
safety net for governments that accepted the doctrine of aid in
return for structural reforms and budgetary austerity. It also
adopted, at least in principle, a mechanism for vetting each
other’s budgets. And those of a charitable disposition can also
believe that the Eurozone’s banks are now solvent after big
capital increases in the last three years.
Most of all, there was European Central Bank President Mario
Draghi’s promise to do “whatever it takes” to keep the
Eurozone together, a comment has been widely understood as
a blanket underwriting of all Eurozone sovereigns.
For all those reasons, financial markets (and, to judge by
German media reports, Chancellor Angela Merkel and her
entourage) believe that, even if a new radical left-wing
government in Greece wins the Jan. 25 elections, walks away
from its debts and leaves the Eurozone, the rest of the union
would be able to survive.
This is why people are still willing to buy 10-year Italian
government bonds at a yield of only 1.85%, despite the fact
that its economy, like its population, is dying, and even

though Prime Minister Matteo Renzi has yet to deliver any
sort of reform that will allow the country to grow out of a debt
that now totals 133% of gross domestic product.

What breakup risk? Italian bond yields since Draghi’s “whatever it takes” moment.

The problem is, the big flaws in the Eurozone’s institutional
architecture haven’t been fixed. There’s still no single
Treasury, no pooling of debt liabilities, no single Eurozone
economic policy: nothing to force the people of Germany,
Finland, the Netherlands, et al., to stand behind the debts of
Greece, Portugal or Italy.
This means that the only effective firewall the Eurozone has in
the event of a Greek exit standing is the ECB’s “Outright
Monetary Transactions” program, which has never been
tested, and is currently in legal limbo due to a preliminary
opinion by Germany’s Constitutional Court that it violates the

German constitution. (Ex-IMF official Alessandro
Leipold argues the point well here.)
But even if OMTs are legal, the ECB will only buy a
government’s bonds if it accepts in return a formal adjustment
program with lots of unpopular conditions that will prolong
the seemingly endless economic pain. OMT was designed to
stop markets expelling well-meaning members from the
Eurozone by accident. It wasn’t designed to cope with
governments which have a clear democratic mandate to
overthrow the austerity doctrine.
Simon Tilford, deputy director of the Center for European
Reform, a London-based think tank, points out that
governments accepted harsh bailout terms in 2010 and 2011
because they knew they had no alternative, and because “a
recovery seemed just around the corner.” After four years of
recession and stagnation, Tilford says, that no longer holds,
which is why Syriza is leading in the polls, and why a majority
of Italians–according to some polls–want out of the euro
altogether.
With the revolt against austerity spreading, Antonio Fatas, a
professor at INSEAD business school in Singapore, thinks
Berlin might try to make an example of Syriza and force
Greece out of the Eurozone in order to scare other countries
back into line. That applies to Italy and Spain, where another
radical left party, Podemos, is currently heading the polls.

“If Spaniards see bad things happening in Greece (after a Euro
exit), you can guarantee that they won’t vote for Podemos,” he
says.
Such thinking, he says, may explain recent comments out of
Berlin playing down the risks of a “Grexit”.
Draghi made a big deal in 2012 of the euro being an
‘irreversible’ project. But if Greece leaves, under any
circumstances, then so can other countries, and it would be
folly not to expect markets to test that thesis with Italy,
Portugal or any country that hasn’t proved it can grow in the
21st century. Even if that bet fails, it will take the Eurozone at
least another year to get over the volatility and uncertainty.
There is arguably a bigger gap between Syriza and the
German-led creditors than in any previous comparable bailout
negotiations, and domestic politics has moved against the
Euro project in both Greece and Germany in the last four
years. Merkel, Tilford notes, is already “running scared of the
Alternative für Deutschland,” an anti-euro party with
stubbornly high poll ratings, and will find it hard to get
anywhere near to Tsipras’ demand that over half of Greece’s
bail-out debts are written down.
The Eurozone is going to need all its capacity for negotiation
and compromise to avoid a blow-up—and that’s assuming it
still wants to.
	
  

